Natural phenomena are often described using time series [Box, Jenkins 1983] given by the formula:
estimate the values of d. Seasonality factor may be determined by means of simple exponential smoothing in two different ways:
-for an additive model (the time series shows regular seasonality irrespective of a trend): I t = I t−p + d×(1−α) ×e t
-for a multiplicative model (seasonality changes follow those of a trend):
I t = I t−p + d×(1−α) ×e t /S t
where:
I t−p -smoothed seasonality factor at t minus p (length of periodic irregularity);
d -smoothing factor; e t -observed value minus the value predicted at time t. X t = TC t + S t + I t (4) or a multiplicative model:
where X t is the observed value of time series at time t.
Forecasting methods using exponential smoothing models are not complex and do not assume time series stationarity. The model for forecasting daily amount of sewage was selected using STATISTICA 10.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Statistical analysis of the source data for the study period (1 January 2008-31 December 2014) is presented in Table 1 .
Average daily amount of sewage inflowing into the WTP in Nowy
Sącz in the study period was 25.301 m 3 ·d −1 and was by 16% According to the forecast, sewage flow in the first 180 days would increase ranging from 13 860 to 31 611 m 3 ·d −1 . After reaching this maximum, the flow would gradually decrease to its minimum Coefficient of determination equal to 21% meant that for an annual period, 73 observations in a sample of total variation of flow forecast were explained by variation in the actual flow.
CONCLUSIONS
The study yielded the following conclusions: 
